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DESIGN  —  THEN AND  NOW 

Goorue E.  Fortythe* 

Computer Science Department 

Stanford University 

Stanford,  Calif.   9U3Ü5 

Author's opology 

The author must  confess  that  he has  never designed anything 

more  than short computer algorithms.     Perhaps  this gives him an 

unbiased vantage point  from which  to open  this conference. 

II 
H 

What  Is design? 

"Design/'   In   the author's opinion.   Is   the application of  all 

knowledge to the  specification of  some  structure  that best,  or 

nearly best,   satisfies a  given criterion.     The  structure may be 

material   (e.  g.,  a bridge),  social   (u.   g.,   a  traffic control 

system),  or   intellectual   (e. g.,  a data  structure  In a computer). 

Moreover,   it may   Itself be a  tool   for  the design of something 

else. 

There are  three  distinguishable parts of design: analysis, 

synthesis,  and optimization.    Assume the desired structure has 

been parametrized  so   It   is  specified by a certain vector-valued 

"Input" variable,  and   Its  performance   Is measured by another 

I 
I 

*The preparation of this paper was sponsored at Stanford 

University by the Office of Naval Research and the National 

Science Foundation. 
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vector-valued "output" variable.     Then the  total   process of 

design  Is  to determine a value of  the  input  variable  that brings 

the output variable close  to  the given target value«  while 

satisfying any constraints   that are ^Iven v/lth  the problem.    The 

process of analysis starts  from ^Iven values of  the   input 

variable«   checks whether  the constraints are  satisfied«  and 

determines  the  resulting value of  the output  variable.     The 

process of  synthesis starts from the desired value of  the output 

variable«   and determines appropriate values of  the   Input 

variable.     The process of optimization finds a value of  the  Input 

variable  that minimizes  the distance (In a given metric)  between 

the corresponding output variable and  its desired value.     In 

those  rare cases where perfect  synthesis  is possible«   it becomes 

the core of  the design process.     More commonly«   the  process of 

design proceeds  by  iterative  steps--the analysis of   the 

performance resulting from a  e.lven   input variable«   the synthesis 

of changes  to  the  input  variable  that will  decrease the distance 

of  the output  variable from  its  target value«  and  repeat.    Thus 

design   Is most  often a  process  of   iterated analysis. 

In a broader sense«   the process of design  Includes  the 

original   presentation of   the problem«   the method of 

paranwtrizatIon«  methods of analysis«   synthesis«   and 

optimization«   and the presentation of  the  resulting design  to  the 

recipient.     It   is very clear from papers  to be presented  to this 

conference  that all   these broader aspects of design are acquiring 

Increasing  importance. 

DESIGN  THEN 

"Then" means when  the author was a young mathematician 

2 
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worklnn at   the  Boning Aircraft  Company.     To me  that   Is  Just  a   few 

years  ago,   but   to   you   it  mdy  be  .>art  of   U.   S.   history   (I   hope 

It's .nodern U.   S.     history).    Let's call   It   lüUfc,   to be definite. 
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Unat  was  being designed  then? 

"Then" was  a  period when mechanical   en^hieerln* was  still 

fashionable/  and  olectrlc  power machinery was  still   taught   In 

every engineering  school.     But  electronic  engineers were   in   the 

ascendancy.     The  kinds of   things  bein?. designed were  bridges/ 

nlghways/   buildings,   of  course,   «.nd  generators .ind  power 

distribution  networks.     Also jet  engines,   airplane  frames  and 

even  pllotless  aircraft.     Rut  the  biggest  action was  on   the 

electronic   front,   where   uelng designed  were   rüdars,   guidance 

systems,   filters,   counters,  jnalog computers,   and  so on. 

The main  point   is   that  the  kinds of   things being  designed 

were i.iaterial,   physical   things out  of  concrete or  vacuum  tubes  or 

me t a 1. 

What   tools were  used  for  design   then? 

Mot  being an  engineer,   I   can  hardly  speak with authority on 

what   the  real   design   tools were.     There   seemed  to be a   lot  of 

handbooks  that   told  engineers about   the  properties of existing 

materials.     In nuch  of  engineering  the  deepest nathematleal   tool 

seemed   LO ue calculus,   or a   little  bit  about   differential 

equations.    When calculations were needed  there was   that 

universal  computing machine,   the  slide   rule,   of which  there must 

have been  thousands   in any  large company. 

The most  potent  calculational   tool   was   the desk calculator. 

Manned by  young women,   mostly,   there were   large batteries of  desk 
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calculator». They were used for a variety of computations« from 

inverting matrices tu evaluating rational functions of a complex 

variable z for many values of zt   or perhaps integrating the 

ordinary differential equation of aircraft motion. Any one who 

recalls the drudxery of just dividing two complex numbers would 

say that asking some one to man d desk calculator was immoral 

exploiiaiiun of human beings.  Yet »»any of the girls liked It, 

and   resented losinr. their work to machines in later years.  It 

required a lot of creativity, to weed out the inevitable numerous 

blunders of colculaiion before they could spoil a lot of 

subsequent work. 

A principal tool of the electronics engineer was the Nyqulst 

diagram for determining the stdbility of a linear feedback 

circuit with lumped parameters.  About all that »as happening was 

that the icros of certain rational functions of modest degree 

wore belnr local izel, dlthoup.h somehow a little more was being 

learned.  Nowdd>s J tew seconds of computer print-out of a root 

locus plot would probably replace o  week's work "then." 

These tools for the desl-.n of feedback circuits were 

oeginniMg to De dpplled also to the design of pilotless airrraft, 

onu this is where the electronics engineer reigned supreme.  The 

mechanical enRineers normally couldn't figure it out. 

Other design tools were the wind tunnel, the analog computer 

(locally dejigned, of coursc)/ and a lot of penciI-and-paper 

algebra.  To nei,   a young oathemat iclan, there was unending 

amazement in toeing an algebraic formula that was 20  pages long. 

I very much doubted that all terns were correct, and I was 

probably right. 

A few ambitious engineers had learned something of the 

J. 
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methods of Southwell for solving two-dimensional field problems 

by pencil-and-paper "relaxation/* an Informal iterative process 

for solving finite-difference equations.  Some specialized 

engineers were designing motors by a certain technique for 

graphical solution of Laplace's equation. 

In 19i»6 and 19U7 at Boeing's Physical Research Unit we were 

reading a lot of theodolite pictures and discovering missile 

velocities and accelerations by numerical differentiation and 

smoothing. The process was very tedious. A look at W. J. 

Eckert's PUNCHED CARD METHODS IN SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION 

convinced me that it would be possible to use a punch-card 

tabulating machine to apply simple linear formulas to a long 

table of data.  So we spoke to the tab man who wired the boards 

for these precursors of the IBM tabulating machine, type U02. He 

was very willing and helpful.  Uur iitaln problem was convincing 

him that a negative number multiplied by a negative number should 

be negative.  He thought we were crazy.  In turn, he had his 

problems representing negative numbers on the board.  As well as 

I can remember, he associated a digit 0 with positive numbers, 

and ü digit 5 with negative numbers.  Then he added those digits, 

ignoring carries, to determine the sign of a product.  So the 

answers came faster, and with much less wear and tear to our desk 

calculator «'.roup, who could then spend more of their time reading 

those fascinating theodolite pictures.  This needed their full 

attention, because our theodolites had so much "slop" in them 

thut the reading differed significantly, depending on which 

direction the Instrument was turning. 

Nowdays, when I read that Boeing has over $100,000,000 worth 

of digital computers, it's hard to remember that I introduced 

5 
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automatic computing  to  the company only 22  years ago. 

Though  I  was elsewhere by then.   It was only  two or  three 

years  before  the card-proßrammed calculator  (CPC) arrived on  the 

computing scene.    This  consisted of some electronic tube 

multiulying units,  some  storage units called  Ice boxes (because 

they   looked  like  little  refrigerators),  and a permanently wired 

program board.    The program  Itself was on punched cards,   so  it 

could  be altered without   rewiring the board.    This was a great 

advance.    However,   it was  pretty  likely that  the CPC would make 

an arithmetic error  (or more)   in any computation  lasting over 

five minutes.    Must  people didn't notice  this,   but  I  was 

frequently carrying out  computations  for which   I   knew what ought 

to happen.    The  fact   that   the CPC was  generally wrong when  I   knew 

the answer nade me wonder what   it was   like   for  some one who 

didn't  know what  to expect.     It  seemed a marv» 1   that planes 

nevertheless did   (usually)   fly. 

At any rate,  we   learned  to Ret correct  answers from machines 

that   usually made errors,   programmed by people who usually did 

also.      It was  sood practice   In debugging. 

One day  I   learned  something new about  how design was  really 

done   in  the exalted circles of the high-ranking staff engineers. 

II.e Boeing ground-to-air  pilotless aircraft   (GAPA) was  in  the 

early   stages of   testing.     On  test  flights   it  usually blew up, 

scattering part*  among   the men manning  the   theodolites and  radar 

range  finders.    When  the  films came back to Seattle,  our group 

spent   days reading data off  the films and computing velocities 

and  so on.    One  time  the  situation was  desperate and clearly 

called  for a big change.     The staff engineer took out  some paper 

and designed a new shape  for  the  tall   fins  with   two or  three 

6 



tnlpi of hi» scissors.  I was much Impressed with this direct 

approach to design. 

DESIGN NOW 

What Is being designed now? 

To get  a quick feeling for the kinds of things designed now 

one has only to read the program of this meeting. Whereas "then" 

the only things designed were material or physical things/ one 

now seas designs of material things« social things« and 

Intellectual things. Any of these can« in turn« be a tool for 

the design of other things.  Moreover« whereas in 19i»6 the things 

designed tended to be at the component level« today we see more 

and more designs of total systems. 

Despite the ^reat diversity of things designed today« the 

Invited talks at this conference seem to deal mainly with the 

design of physical things« and with tools for designing them. 

Thus« among the things discussed are the design of aerospace 

vehicles, optical elements« networks« elastic-plastic structures« 

nonlinear circuits« electronic circuits« and logic clrcults--alI 

of which seem to be in the realm of technology.  The Invited 

talks on speech processing and fault detection are In the 

Intellectual real.». 

The tools presented in the invited talks have a wider 

application.  Those on differential equations and on free form 

surfaces seem directed only to physical objects.  But those on 

nonlinear programming« matrix problems« and machine-aided 

mathematics deal with tools as well suited to the design of 

social things as to physical things.  And the talk on algebraic 

manipulation Is surely directed to a tool for intellectual 

7 
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matters.  Finally, the graphical systems discussed In two Invited 

talks are useful for the design of physical, social, and 

Intellectual things. 

To get a feeling for the wider class of things being 

designed today, one should look at the papers contributed to this 

conference, or look under "design" In the permuted (keyword) 

index of COMPUTING REVIEWS.  (I would like to have done the same 

for MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS but, unfortunately, there is no permuted 

Index for that Journal.) Among the material things being 

designed we find pipe systems, circuit boards, air cushion 

vehicles, antennas, chemical plants., aircraft frames, printing 

heads, and so on.  Among the social things being designed we see 

cities, air traffic control systems, time-sharing systems, 

f       universities, communication nets, employment services, a census,, 

school systems, etc. 

Here are some of the Intellectual things being designed 

today: time-tables, robots, mathematical assistants, operating 

systems, algorithms for solving X (for all manner of X), file 

I       systems, arithmetic units, abstract data structures, management 

procedures for a competitive firm, computers, stock portfolio 

management procedures, libraries, sequential testing procedures, 

methods for making perspective drawings, and so on. 

3 
3 

a 
11 
y Wnat tools are now being used in design? 

The most obvious new design tool to appear In recent years 

j|       is the automatic digital computer.  Its Impact is-al l-pervasive. 

_       Its breadth of application (but not Its depth) already far 

*       exceeds that of mathematics, and the field of computer science Is 

fl       oniy in its infancy.  Few of the papers presented to this 

8 
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conference fail to mention a computer program as a major tool. 

What are the special computer tools in wide use? 

First are the various general-purpose languages for the 

expression of algorithms: CoboU PL/1/ Algol, Fortran, etc. 

Then we have special languages for symbolic and algebraic 

manipulation:  Lisp, Reduce, Formac, etc.  Then there are special 

languages for simulation: GPSS, Simscrlpt, etc.  There are 

special problem-oriented packages for applications areas, like 

ICES in Civil Engineering, and various graphics languages. There 

are special systems for machine-aided mathematics, with which a 

mathematician is served more comfortably than with 

general-purpose computermen's languages.  There are packages for 

the automatic design of computers. 

There are a variety of processors associated with these many 

languages, to translate them Into machine code, debug them, 

associate them with higher-level systems, and so on. 

There are large and small time-sharing systems, in which any 

one can Interact actively with a computer, one small statement at 

a time.  There are vast operating systems, capable of scheduling 

the operations of huge hardware/software systems. 

Then there are collections of algorithms for computers, 

available offline in printed form, or online either in source 

language or as precompiled packages that need only be mentioned 

within a programming system.  There are vast data banks of 

information for private or public use associated with some 

systems.   There are cathode-ray-tube systems for display of 

Information, together with light pens for entering information 

directly.  There are a a number of technical tools for the design 

of other languages, including metalanguages, precedence grammars, 

9 
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decision cablet, list processing techniques, end so on. 

In summary, the whole range of computer science and computer 

engineering is available to the designer, to use for either 

sophisticated or brute force approaches to design.  It is making 

s large impact. Moreover, the field Is changing so rapidly that 

it Is no exaggeretion to sey that here is where most of the 

action is. 

The ether principal basic tool of design is mathematics, end 

particularly those branches of mathemetics called numerical 

analysis and opeatlons research.  Here the ection Is much slower 

Chan in computer technology, but over a twenty-yeer period the 

total change is very considerable.  Let us exemine these tools. 

For the design of large social systems perhaps a main tool It 

linear and nonlinear mathematical programming—a subject that did 

not exisC in 19U6. Other subject» of operations research are 

equally new:  queuing theory, optimization methods, and so on. 

Indeed, optimization, which we noted to be e major step In 

design, has been a subject of intenrlve research by operetlons 

analysts for the past cwo decedes. 

The subjecc of numerical analysis has been known (but under 

other names) for centuries, and Indeed the principal problems now 

investigated by numerical analysts were known to Runge end 

researched by him at the beginning of this century. However, It 

is important to realize chat very few of Che actual algorithms or 

methods In current use are older than ten or fifteen years. 

Reliable finders of polynomial zeros ere very recent. The QR 

method of finding eigenvalues of reel matrices was Invented less 

than 10 years ago. The same Is true of Romberg Integration. 

Methods of integrating stiff ordinary differential equations are 

10 
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vtry ntw. Spllnct for th« approximation and smoothing of 

functions hava an aarly history In draftsman's tools and a papar 

of SchoanbarK (19ii5) but In fact thalr usa with computers It 

limltad to tha I960'». Computer methods for solving field 

problems for partial differential equations have been developed 

In th« 1950'» and I960'».  The solution of »ystems of nonlinear 

algebraic equations has been researched mainly in the 1960's. 

We are beginning to witness the application to mathematical 

algorithms of the concept of the integrated package for problem 

solving. These have been slow to emerge, perhaps because 

mathematicians were slow to realize that setting up equations is 

normally more difficult in practice Chan solving them, and that 

the manner of presentation of the solution is more important than 

Just .setting it. 

At present there is a great deal of action in the use of 

splines for data'fitting in two or more dimensions, and for the 

solution of boundary value problems for partial differential 

equations. Tnere is also a lot of activity in solving stiff 

differential equations, nonlinear systems of equations, matrix 

methods for least squares problems, in the invention of 

Interactive mathematical systems, and in many other areas. 

DESIGN IN THE FUTURE 

It Is hard to foresee what will happen In the next ten years 

of design. The best one can do is suggest one or two things that 

seem important.  First and foremost is the need for complete 

communicntlon and cooperation among three groups heavily 

concerned with design?« the man with the problem, the computer 

scientist, and the mathematician. Second, there needs to be a 

11 
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continuing trend towards a total ayttamt approach to d«tlfn# In 

which all tiartlai hava an adaquata Idaa of what tha othar partlat 

naad and can furnish. 

It If trlta to tay that a total tyttamt approach It 

Important, and It It equally obtfloua that It It »low to amarga In 

new areas. Just recall tha types of houses built In California 

by tha heavy scream of Immigrants from tha midwest In the early 

part of this century. They were nothing but Iowa farmhouses 

transplanted to a totally different climate with different solar 

conditions.  Even now i often see houses built at Stanford with 

far too little attention to the Intensity of late summer 

sun IIght. 

Wdde Cole used to tell a »tory about a program for computing 

eigenvalues of matrices that he had.  Engineers wanted to use It. 

So they Instructed their desk calculating teams to evaluate all 

the complicated expressions necessary to generate the 

coefficients of a matrix for each case« and then brought each 

numerical matrix over to Cole to get its eigenvalues.  Then, when 

they «ot the eigenvalues, they went back to their desk 

calculators to compute some more things, and so on. They had not 

the slightest appreciation that the automatic computers could 

Handle ehe whole calculational problem, and thus furnish a 

problem-solving package for the total system.  I am sure we have 

passed that stage in the solution of common engineering problems. 

But I suspect that many groups of mathematicians, engineers, and 

computer specialists are behaving in analogous ways about their 

total problem. 

One notable characteristic of mathematicians Is their desire 

to *et theoretical in the narrow sense. That Is, they are 

12 
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accuttomtd to modifying tht prt»«nc«d problem to  that thty can 

tolvt it alagantly. Thay Mould »omatlmat rather do thli than 

directly attack a complex problem, or take it to a computer 

•pedal lit« who might be able to tlmulate its solution. 

Computer scientists can alto be theoretical In the narrow 

»ante. One of their failings is a desire to set up a complex 

operating system« a new language« and various processors that 

employ a hardware/software system more efficiently In a sense 

understood only by systems programmers.  In their own way« 

computer systems people can avoid the actual problem quite as 

effectively as mathematicians! For example« have you ever tried 

to invert a large matrix while operating within the environment 

of demand paging?  If so« you know that you must rewrite all of 

your matrix routines« to fit into the Procrustean confines of the 

fixed page size. 

Thus people with actual design problems need the cooperation 

of mathematicians and computer scientists who really put solving 

these problems ahead of creating either mathematics or computer 

systems. And« In particular« these practitioners of the tool 

professions must learn enough about each others' fields to be 

able to integrate arithmetic« algebra« analysis« engineering« 

file manipulation« user packages« programming languages« etc. 

with the subject matter of the problem into a truly powerful 

probleacsolving capability. 

in order to achieve this cooperation« each specialist will 

have to know more about whet the other specialists can do.  The 

computer systems man will have to know what problems are actually 

being solved on computers. The mathematician will need to 

realize the main facts about computer use« Including how 

computer-executed arithmetic differs from the arithmetic of real 

13 
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number».  Tht onglntart and othtrt with problems will havf to 

know tomothln« «bout what both mach«nur. (clans and computer 

cclantlsts can do. For It Is a priori obvious that tha propar 

nMtdInf of diffarlng capabllltlas can achlava batter solutions to 

problems than any one specialist can find on his own. 

These Ideas have implications about the organ Izat Ion of our 

unlversicie», where the next generation should be learning about 

them. How can universities« notoriously conservative about 

changing, keep reorganizing themselves so that students are not 

faced with barriers to learning the different materials that ir*? 

i-nportant to their future work? With the enormously accelerated 

change» in our technology/ no one has shown how universities can 

change ar corresponding speeds.  Students, left to their own 

devices, are ever ready to specialise within a limited area. 

nureover, tney have a liking for the abstract.  Both tendencies 

interfere with their attention to problem solving, and with 

learning a broad enough base of methods to solve problems well. 

I don't know the answer for the students. But I suspect 

that the leaders in universities must show the way to students by 

oein,; quite ready to alter department structures, and to help 

some departments grow, and others to shrink. In close coupling 

with the changing needs of mankind. 

Not only universities, but also Government agencies and 

professional societies can help focus attention on 

Interdisciplinary activities necessary to problem solving. This 

conference Itself, sponsored both both SI AH and both ACM, Is an 

example of this desirable activity.  Let us hope for many more 

such instances of cooperative activity. 

And now let us net on with the Important matters, the 

technical contributions 'o the conferencel 
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